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Ken Budd, a teacher-turned-author, will be stopping by Coles at the Lloyd 
Mall on Aug. 21 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. to chat with readers of his series The 

Adventures of Buddy Williams, and promote the release of the second of four 
books, Fall Gently. He’ll also be signing copies of books for anyone who has 

one or would like to purchase a copy. Budd grew up in North Battleford, 
Sask. and currently resides in British Columbia, where he is working on the 
final two installments of the series. Check out Tuesday’s Source for more.

QUESTIONS 
with author Ken Budd

You were a teacher for much of your 
career. Do you prefer the classroom or are 
you enjoying the life of an author more?

They’re two different worlds. 
I miss the kids and I miss my 
teaching, especially when I do 
feel the solitude of sitting all 
by myself and wondering if 
I can construct a meaningful 
sentence, but at the same time 
there’s something very fulfilling 
to reading back on something 
you’ve written and (saying) 
‘damn, did I write that? I 
think that’s not too bad at all.’

So what does a typical 
day for you consist of?

W.O. Mitchell said you can’t 
consider yourself a writer 
unless you do two things: one 
is you write at least an hour a 
day and two is that you share your writing with 
an audience. So I make sure I put in some time 
creating, if you will, and during my teaching it was 
easy for me to share that material with my kids 
in my English classes; in the acknowledgements 
of both books I thank my past students for 
putting up with me reading my material.

You grew up in North Battleford. Is it 
safe to say that your experiences there 

sort of helped shape the Buddy Williams 
series, or at least gave you inspiration?

When I taught creative writing in my classrooms, 
I would always tell the kids start with ‘write with 
what you know,’ and I knew what I experienced 

when I grew up. Wherein I 
call the lake Pelican Lake, 
it’s actually Jackfish Lake 
north of North Battleford 
and when I call the 
community that he lives 
in Buffalo Crossing, that’s 
actually North Battleford.

And of course, the name 
of the title character 
– Buddy Williams – 
has to be a play on 

your name, Kenneth 
William Budd, right?

I can’t tell you how many 
reviewers and people I’ve 
talked with that don’t make 
that connection. I have 
stood up and lectured at 

universities and written my name on the board, 
and at the end of the thing had that one last 
question ‘did anybody see anything interesting 
about my name and the character’s name?’ 
And they go ‘no.’ When you see the novels you 
will note that in the back where it says about 
the author, I don’t include a typical headshot 
of me as an old fart now – Summer Wild has a 
picture of me as an 11-year-old kid pitching 
a ball in our little league in my old baseball 
uniform, and then the next one is me hunting... 
I’m playing with that whole thing, it’s good fun.
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Any plans to try your hand at another series, or any other novels 
you plan on working on once this series is finished?

After I left Banff, I never thought about this series. I did think about the novel I was working 
on and that I finished writing, but when I finished writing the first novel I discovered that 
... there’s really a sequel in this. So I got half way through it and then I put both of them on 
the shelf, so when I’m finished this series I may go back to previously written work to see if 
I can reconfigure it to today’s style and maybe put it out as maybe one novel with a sequel 
to it – the first one’s called No Killers, No Cowards. (It’s about) World War II in Tofino on the 
west coast of Vancouver Island at an air base there where a bunch of young bucks were sent 
there to protect the west coast against the Japanese invasion, but all of these young bucks 
were misfits and were put there because they couldn’t be trusted in regular air squadrons.
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